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1. Introduction

Let Gn = Fn \\F"n, Fn] be the free centre-by-metabelian group of rank n.
In this paper, our main result is the following

THEOREM. For n 2: 4, Gn has a finite elementary abelian subgroup Hn of
rank (4). More precisely, Hn is a minimal fully invariant subgroup contained
in the centre of Gn and Gn/Hn is isomorphic to a group of 3 x 3 matrices over a

finitely generated integral domain of characteristic zero.

The presence of elements of order 2 in Gn (n ^ 4) contradicts most of the
results in sections 7 and 8 of Hurley [4]. It also contradicts an earlier claim of
Ward [5] that F"n\\F"n, FJ is free abelian.

An error in Hurley's power series representation of FI[F",F~] was first noted
by Narain Gupta and Frank Levin whom I thank for communicating the in-
formation. The contents of this paper arose in an attempt to revive Hurley's results.

2. Preliminaries

The following commutator identities will be used without reference. For all
d, dx in G^anda, au a2,---,areGn,

(i) [d, fl;rf1] = [J;d1,fl-1]
(ii) [d;dl,a1,---,ar'] = [d;dL,al<r,-;ara] where a is any permutation of

{I.-.'}-
(iii) [d; aua2,a3] = [d; a1)a3,a2] [d; tf3*

a2>ai]
(iv) [_d,a,b;df = ld,a;d,a,ft] [d,b;d,a,b]

For the proof of (i), (ii) and (iii) see [1]. For the proof of (iv), we note that

\d,a,b; dy1 = [d;d,a,b] = [d,*-1,^1; d] by (i)
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= [d,a,b;<f]ld,a,b,a-1;d][d,a,b,b-1;d][d,a,b,a-1,b-1;d]

= [_d,a,b;d]ld,a,b;d,a-][d,a,b;d,b]ld,a,b;d,a,b-] by (i).

Thus, [d,a,b; d]~2 = [d,a,b; d,d] \d,a,b; d,b~].

3. Proof of the theorem

Let Gn{n ^ 4) be the free centre-by-metabelian group freely generated by
xu x2,---,xn. Let Hn be the fully invariant closure in Gn of w(x1,x2,x3,x4)

= L-^l >X2 > X3>X4-1 L^l > X4 ' *2>*3j [_X1 >X3 ) *4>*2J 1*4 > X2 > * l > * 3 j

\_X2 1*3 '•> XUX*\ [_X3 >*4 J ^ I J ^ J -

By repeated applications of (i), (ii) and (iii), it is easily shown that
WCXJ.XJ.XJ.X^J) w~1(x1,x2,x3,x4) w-1(xux2,x3,x5) lies in [F ' , f ] . More
generally, w(uuu2,u3,u4) = n f i ' / ^ K ^ n w(xitx},xk,x,), where a(i,j,k,l)eZ
and «i, u2, M3, u4 are words in Gn. Thus, Hn is a minimal fully invariant subgroup
of Gn generated by Q independent elements w(X(,Xy,xft,X/). Also, it was shown in
Gupta [1] that Gn/Hn is isomorphic to a group of 3 x 3 matrices over a com-
mutative integral domain of characteristic zero. Thus, the proof of our theorem
follows from the following two lemmas.

LEMMA 1. w2(x1,x2,X3,x4) = e.

LEMMA 2. w(x1,x2,x3,x4) # e.

PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Except for rearrangements of various factors at various
stages, the proof requires straight exransicn of w(xj,x2,x3,x4) and w~2(xi,x2,
x3, x4) using the identities (i)-(iv). For the sake of brevity, we shall use the following
notation: X! = 1, x2 = 2, x3 = 3, x4 = 4, xj"1 = T, x2

 1 = 2, x j 1 = 3, x4 ' = 4,
(lm)) = (ijk; Im) etc.

w(l,2,3,4) = (T2; 34) (13; 42) (T4;2 3) (34; 12) (42; 13) (23; 14) = A1A2A3,

where

At = (12; 34) (13; 42) (14; 23) (34; 12) (42; 13) (23; 14) = e,

A2 = (12; 341) (13; 421) (14; 231) (34; 123) (42; 134) (23; 142) (12; 3 42)
(13; 423) (14; 234) (34; 124) (42; 132) (23; 143),

and

^ 3 = (12;3412) (13; 4213) (14; 23 14) (34; 1234) (42; 1342) (23; 1423).

Using the identity (iii) to each factor of A2 and rearranging using (i) gives

A2 = (124; 31) (124; 31) (132;41) (132;41)

(143;21) (143;21) (342; 13) (342; 13)
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(423; 14) (423; 14) (234; 12) (234; 12)

(3 42; 14) (342; 14) (423; 12) (423; 12)

(234; 13) (234; 13) (34l;32) (341; 32)

(42l;43) (421;43) (23l;24) (231;24)

= (1244;31)-1 (1322;41)"1 (1433; 21)"1 (3422; 13)"1 (4233; 14)"1

(2343; 12)-1 (3422; 14)"1 (4233; 12)"1 (2344; 13)"1 (3411; 32)"1

(4211; 43)-1 (231T5 24)"1.

Thus, w"1 = A3
lA2

l = B ^ B J ^ B J B , , , where

Bt = (3412; 12) (1322;41) (23lT;24)

B2 = (4213; 13) (1433; 21) (341 T; 32)

B3 = (2314; 14) (1244; 31) (42IT; 43)

B4 = (1423; 23) (3422; 13) (4233; 12)

Bs = (1342; 42) (2344; 12) (3422; 14)

B6 = (1234; 34) (4233; 14) (2344; 13).

Now,

B, = (3142; 12)(1432; 12)(132; 412) (231; 241) = (3 12; 124)(142; 123)
(312; 142) (231;241)

= (312; 124) (312; 124) (312;241) (124; 123) (241; 123) (231;241)

= (312; 124) (312; 124) (241; 123) (2415213)"1 (241;321)"1

(231;241) (1234;12)

= (3125 1244)-1 (241; 1233)-1 (1234; 12).

Let Bj(2 -• 3 -> 4 -> 2) denote the product of commutators obtained from Bt on
replacing simultaneously 2 by 3, 3 by 4 and 4 by 2. Then it is easily seen that
B2 = B,(2 -> 3 -> 4 -> 2), B3 = B2(2 -> 3 -> 4 -> 2), B6 = 52(1 -• 3 -• 1, 2 -» 4
-»• 2), B5 = B6(2 -»• 3 -»• 4 -+ 2), B4 = B5(2 -> 3 -> 4 ^ 2). Thus

Bx = (312;1244)-x (2415 1233)"1 (1234; 12)

B2 = (413J1322)-1 (321; 1344)"1 (1342; 13)

B3 = (214;1433)-x (431;1422)-J (1423; 14)

B4 = (123;2344)-J (342J231T)-1 (2314;23)

Bs = (1425 4233)-1 (234J421T)-1 (4213; 42)

B6 = (13453422)"1 (423J341T)-1 (3412; 34).
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Now

w"1 = B1B2B3B^B5Bb = CtC2, where

Ct = (1234; 12) (1342; 13) (1423; 14) (2314;23) (2413;24) (3412;34)

C2 = (234;1234) (423;1423) (342;1324) (413; 1234) (134; 3214)

(341;4213) (214; 1324) (142;4312) (421;2314) (312; 1432)

(123;2413) (231;3412)

= (423;2413) (342;2314) (134;3124) (341;4123) (142;4123)

(421; 2134) (123;2143) (231;3124).

Finally, using the commutator identity (iv), we get w~2 = C\c\ = D1D2£>3D4,
where

£>! = (423;2413) (243;2314) (342;2314) (342;3412)

D2 = (134; 3124) (341;4123) (134; 1423) (341;3412)

D3 = (142;4123) (421;2134) (142; 1234) (241;2413)

I>4 = (123;2134) (23 1; 3 124) (231;2134) (132;1324).

Further,

Dx = (423;3421) (342;2431) = (423T;342) (4231;342)

= (4231TJ342)"1 = (3412;4231)

D2 = (134;3412) (341;3142) = (1342;341) (1342;341)

= (134225341)"1 = (3412;1342)

D3 = (142; 4213) (421;4123) = (1423; 421) (1423;421)

= (142335421)-1 =(4213; 1423)

D4 = (1324;213) (2134;312) = (1 324;213) (1324;213)

= (13244J213)-1 =(2134; 1324).

Thus,

w"2 = D1D2D3D4

= (3412;4231) (3412; 1342) (4213; 1423) (2134; 1324)

= ((3412) (4123), (4231)) ((3412) (2134), (1324)) = (3142; 4231)

((3142), (3412) (2134))

= ((3142), (423 1) (3412) (2134)) = ((3142), (3 142)) = e.
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This completes the proof of Lemma 1.

PROOF OF LEMMA 2. Let G be the free nilpotent of class 6 group freely
generated by xu x2, x3, x4. Then y6(G) is a free abelian group freely generated by
all basic commutators of weight 6. Let A be the subgroup of G gnerated by all
basic commutators of weight 6 other than the following eleven commutators:

a i = ( 2 1 3 4 ; 2 1 ) , a 2 = ( 2 1 1 4 ; 3 2 ) , a3 = (2123; 41), a4 = (2112; 43),

a5 = (4112;32) , a6 = (4123; 21), a7 = (324; 211), a8 = (413; 212),

fl9=(412;213),a10 = (214 ;213) , a 1 1 = ( 4 1 1 ; 3.22).

Let B be the subgroup of G generated by a\, aia2l,---,ala[l . Put K = GjAB
but retain (without risk of confusion) the same notation as in G, thus xl,---,x4

generate K and y6(K) is a cyclic group of order 2 generated by a1.
Let C be the normal subgroup of K generated by all basic commutators of

weight 5 which are of the form (ijk; Im). It can be easily seen that ax $C. Let
H = KjC. Since H" is generated by all basic commutators of the type (ij; kl)
and (ijk; Ini) modulo yb(H), to show that H is centre-by-metabelian it is suf-
ficient to show that (ij; kl;m) = e. But (ij;kl; m) = (ijm; kl) (kj;klm)

(ijm; klm). Thus, it is sufficient to show that (ijm; klm) = e in H. There are
only two commutators of this type, namely, (412; 3 12) and (421; 321). The
commutator ( 4 1 2 ; 3 1 2 ) e ^ and (421; 321) = (412; 312) (412; 213) (214;
312) (214; 213) = a\ ~ e. Therefore, the group H is a centre-by-metabelian
group of class precisely 6 in which ax # e.

REMARK 1. It should be noted that the centre-by-metabelian variety (£ is the
first example of a variety defined by a commutator subgroup function (see, Hall
[3], p. 422) which is not torsion-free. Let R be a normal subgroup (of index at
least 3) of a non-cyclic free group. Since R is also free, by the theorem RI[R",R]-
has elements of order 2. Therefore, it follows that there are infinitely many
varieties defined by commutator subgroup functions which are not torsion-free.

REMARK 2. It has been noted by Narain Gupta and Frank Levin that Hurley's
power series representation is a faithful representation of Gn \Hn for n ^ 2. Con-
sequently, Gn jHn is residually a finite p-group for all primes p and is residually
torsion-free nilpotent (see Hurley [4], p. 290). If n = 2 or 3, then Hn = {e} so
that G2 and G3 admit Hurley's representation. The presence of elements of order 2
in Gn (n 2: 4) shows that Gn is not residually a finite p-group for every prime p.
However, it can be deduced with the help of Lemma 2 that Gn (n Si 4) is residually
a finite 2-group.

REMARK 3. The example in Lemma 2 has been modified from one in the
author's thesis [2].
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